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Co te ts
Goals Language Skills Explore

pages
7–9

Me and my life
  introduce and talk about 
yourself

  talk about needs, wants 
and reasons

Vocabulary
Your life p7
Needs, wants and 

reasons p8

Listening
Kate talks about her life p7
Learning a language p8

Speaking
Talk about your life p7
Give reasons p9

pages
10–17

Play
  talk about music
  talk about what to do in 
your free time

  talk about past events and 
present activities

  talk about sport and 
exercise

  talk about your interests 
and how they started

Target activity
 Talk about an interest

Vocabulary
Talking about music p10
Deciding what to do p11
Sports and exercise p13
Talking about interests p14

Grammar
Present simple, past 

simple, present 
progressive p12

Pronunciation
Word stress p13

Listening
Music in Trinidad and Tobago p10
Li talks about motorbikes p14

Reading
Interview with Ruben Gonzalez 

p12    

Reading and listening
WOMADelaide p11 

Speaking
Music and you p10
Choose an event to attend p11
Michelle Sung Wie, Vincent 

Mantsoe p12
Sports and exercise p13

Keyword so

Across cultures
Culture shock

EXPLOREWriting
  write messages of request 
and information to different 
people

Look again 
Spelling and sounds 
or, wor-

pages
18 - 25

Work and studies
  talk about personal 
experience

  talk about your studies
  talk about your work
  Join a job agency

Target activity
 Have an interview

Vocabulary
Studying p18
Working conditions p21
Presenting yourself p22

Grammar
Present perfect 1 – for 

experience p19
Present perfect 2 – with for 

and since p21

Pronunciation
Sentence stress p19

Listening
Lifelong learning p18
Interview at a job agency p22

Reading
The Workplace > chat p20

Speaking
Past and present studies p19
Educational experiences p19
The work quiz p20
Working conditions p21
Life experiences p21

Keyword for

Independent learning
Noticing and recording 

collocations

EXPLORESpeaking
  ask people to repeat, spell 
things and slow down

  show you understand
  take a phone message

Look again 
Spelling and sounds
Words with -er, -or, -ar, -our

pages
26–33

How’s your food?
  give opinions
  talk about food and eating
  order a meal in a 
restaurant

  make suggestions

Target activity
 Plan a meal

Vocabulary
Giving opinions p26
Food and meals p27
Ordering a meal p29
Making suggestions p30

Grammar
Nouns with prepositional 

phrases p29

Pronunciation
Schwa /ə/ sound p29

Listening
Planning a barbecue p30

Reading
In defence of supermarkets p27

Reading and listening
Eating out p28

Speaking
Where you buy food p26
Food and food shopping p27
Order a meal p29
Describe a recent meal p29

Keyword with

Across cultures
Mealtimes

EXPLOREWriting
  give and understand written 
instructions

Look again 
Spelling and sounds
oi, oy

pages
34–41

Encounters
  use a taxi
  describe past events
  tell a story 
  tell a travel anecdote

Target activity
 Tell stories about 

memorable
 meetings

Vocabulary
Taxis p34
Getting a taxi p35
Linking a story p37
Starting a story p38

Grammar
Past progressive p37

Pronunciation
Sentence stress and 

schwa /ə/ p35

Listening
Two journeys by taxi p35
Memorable meetings p38

Reading
Hack: a taxi driver’s blog p36

Speaking
Taxis p34
Get a taxi p35
Tell a story: the ten-dollar bill 

p37 

Keyword back

Independent learning
English outside the classroom

EXPLORESpeaking
  show interest in a 
conversation

  develop a conversation by 
asking questions and giving 
longer answers

Look again 
Spelling and sounds gh 
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Co te ts
Goals Language Skills Explore

pages
42–49

Money
 change money
 understand instructions on 
a cash machine

 pay for things in different 
places

 talk about rules and 
obligations

 give advice

Target activity
 Give advice to a visitor

Vocabulary
Money p42
Paying for things p43
Giving advice p46

Grammar
have to, can p45

Pronunciation
Linking consonants and 

vowels 1 p43

Listening
At a bureau de change p42
Thiago in Scotland p43
Advice for visitors p46

Reading
Cash machine p42
A new kind of banking? p44
Borrower success stories p44, 

p124

Speaking
Change money p42
Buy things p43
Grameen Bank p44
Success stories p45
Laws in your country p45

Keyword it

Across cultures
Money

EXPLOREWriting
 write an email or letter 
giving advice to a visitor

Look again 
Spelling and sounds
-tion, -ssion, -cian

pages
50–57

Energy
 talk about present habits
 talk about weather
 make comparisons
 express preferences

Target activity
 Do a survey

Vocabulary
Household chores p50
Talking about habits p51
Weather p52
Expressing preferences p54

Grammar
Comparing things p53

Pronunciation
Words with -er and -est p53

Listening
Weather: Moscow, Kolkata p52
Fitness centre survey p54

Reading
The treadmill, The cycle washer 

p50, p124

Speaking
Who does the chores? p50
Your habits p51
Comparing regions p53

Keyword do

Independent learning
Reading the phonemic script

EXPLORESpeaking
 speak more politely by 
being less direct

Look again 
Spelling and sounds 
-able and -ible 

pages
58–65

City life
 make guesses and 
predictions

 make recommendations
 give directions
 get information in a tourist 
offi ce

Target activity
 Get tourist information

Vocabulary
The environment p59
Giving directions p61
Getting tourist information 

p62

Grammar
will, might, may p59
Real conditionals p60

Pronunciation
Linking consonants and 

vowels 2 p61

Listening
How can I get there? p61
What should I see? p62

Reading
The urban world in 2050 p58 
Amsterdam Travel Guide p60

Speaking
The environment p59
Life in 2050 p59
Recommendations p60
Give directions p61

Keyword will

Across cultures
Tourism

EXPLOREWriting
 write a description of a 
place

Look again 
Spelling and sounds 
ui, uy

pages
66–73

Things
 ask about and buy things
 describe objects
 talk about possessions

Target activity
 Talk about a favourite 

possession

Vocabulary
Buying things p66
Describing objects p69
Talking about a possession 

p70

Grammar
some, any p67
Passives p69

Pronunciation
Contrastive stress p67

Listening
At Portobello Market p66
Favourite possessions p70

Reading
Mysteries.com p68

Speaking
At a market stall p67 
Classroom objects p69
Mysterious objects p69

Keyword by

Independent learning
Ways of reading

EXPLORESpeaking
 explain words you don’t 
know

Look again 
Spelling and sounds
ow

pages
74–81

Feelings
 say how you feel
 give and respond to 
different kinds of news

 thank people and apologise
 ask for news

Target activity
 Catch up with friends

Vocabulary
yawn, laugh … p74
Extreme adjectives p75
Reacting to news, thanking, 

apologising p76
Asking for news p78

Grammar
Present perfect 3 – giving 

news p77

Pronunciation
Intonation – speaking with 

emotion p77

Listening
Just good friends p76
Two friends catch up p78

Reading
Why do people laugh? yawn? 

cry? p74, p125, p130

Speaking
How did you feel? p75
Role play: Jean-Paul and 

Rachel p77   
What’s happened? p77

Keyword just

Across cultures
Gestures

EXPLOREWriting
 write an email or note of 
apology

Look again 
Spelling and sounds
-ge, -dge, -age
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Co te ts
Goals Language Skills Explore 

pages
82–89

Getting organised
 book a room and check 
into a hotel

 talk about plans and 
arrangements

 make and change 
arrangements

Target activity
 Arrange to meet up

Vocabulary
Hotel facilities p82
Staying in a hotel p83
Arranging to meet up p86

Grammar
Future plans and 

arrangements p85

Pronunciation
Intonation in questions p85

Listening
A room in Kuala Lumpur p83
Leonardo and Min’s plans p85
A change of plan p86

Reading
Remember me? p84

Speaking
Book a room, check in p83
Plans and arrangements p85

Keyword make

Independent learning
Improve your listening

EXPLORESpeaking
 use questions to preface 
invitations and requests

Look again 
Spelling and sounds
au, aw

pages
90–97

Spaces
 talk about homes and 
housing

 describe imaginary 
situations

 discuss pros and cons
 talk about ways to solve 
problems

Target activity
 Talk about a problem

Vocabulary
Describing homes p90
Talk about pros and cons 

p93
Solving problems p94

Grammar
would p91

Pronunciation
Groups of words 1 p93

Listening
Moving home p91
Eva’s problem p94

Reading
Architect of the future? p92 

Speaking
Describe your home p91
Your ideal home p91
Le Corbusier’s ideas p93
Your area: pros and cons p93

Keyword there

Across cultures
Neighbours

EXPLOREWriting
 write a letter or email of 
complaint

Look again 
Spelling and sounds 
ck, k, ch, qu

pages
98–105

People and places
 say where places are
 describe countries
 talk about people’s lives 
and achievements

Target activity
 Talk about people and 

places in your country

Vocabulary
Location p98
Describing a country p99
Life and achievements p100
Expressions with know p102

Grammar
Infi nitives and gerunds p101

Pronunciation
Stress in verbs p101

Listening
Akebono, sumo wrestler p100
Lech Wałȩsa, Kraków p102

Reading
The Vatican City, Tuvalu p99, 

p127

Speaking
Describe where places are p98
Three small countries p99
Talk about your life p100
Hopes and plans p101

Keyword to

Independent learning
Guessing what words mean

EXPLORESpeaking
 use vague language

Look again 
Spelling and sounds
-ent, -ant 

pages
106–113

Now and then
 talk about electronic 
gadgets you use

 use the phone in different 
situations

 talk about past habits and 
states

Target activity
 Talk about technology and 

change

Vocabulary
How I feel about gadgets 

p106
Telephone expressions p107
Comparing past and 

present p110

Grammar
used to, would p109

Pronunciation
Groups of words 2 p107

Listening
Electronic gadgets p106 
Christine’s phone calls p107

Reading
childhoodbeliefs.com p108
Living your life online p110

Speaking
Gadgets you use p106
Role play: phone calls p107
Childhood memories p109

Keyword time

Across cultures
Time

EXPLOREWriting
 write about a memory

Look again 
Spelling and sounds
ei, ey

pages
114–121

A matter of opinion
 express and respond to 
opinions

 have a discussion
 discuss imaginary 
situations

 take part in a meeting

Target activity
 Have a debate

Vocabulary
Expressing opinions p115
Responding to opinions 

p155

Grammar
Real and unreal 

conditionals p117

Pronunciation
Groups of words 3 p117

Listening
Argument about boxing p114    

Reading
Ways to reduce your kitchen’s 

carbon footprint p116   
A new airport p118 

Speaking
Give opinions p115
Agree and disagree p115
Nandita’s blog p116
Our carbon footprint p117

Keyword would

Independent learning
Improve your speaking

EXPLORESpeaking
 use expressions to soften 
opinions and disagreements

Look again 
Spelling and sounds
-le, -el, -al, -ul

Activities pages 122–131, Grammar reference and practice pages 132–142, Scripts pages 143–158
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A place to stay

Getting organised

10.1 goal
 book a room and check into a hotel

3 a Complete the web page with these words. 

double room parking air conditioning buffet breakfast health club 

twin room laundry single room business centre

 b 3.1  Listen to check. P

4   Which things do you think are important when choosing a hotel?

1  Answer the questions.

1 Have you ever stayed in any hotels? Which were the best? Which were the 
worst? Why?

2 Are there any hotels near where you live? Which one would you recommend 
to a visitor? Why?

2  Read the introduction to the Sun Hotel’s website. Where’s the hotel located? 
What’s it close to?

Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

VOCABULARY
Hotel facilities

Sun Hotel, Kuala Lumpur  ★★★★★

BOOKAHOTEL.COM
HOME CONTACT US YOUR ACCOUNT YOUR BOOKING LANGUAGE

Sign in or create an account

Our comfortable business hotel is located in the heart of Kuala Lumpur. It’s just a 
few minutes’ walk to banks, government and business offi ces, embassies and a 
shopping mall and it’s only 50 minutes from Kuala Lumpur International Airport. 
Each room has internet access. Full business facilities are available.

Guest reviewsMaps & directions

Restaurant and bar

Internet access 

1  and conference rooms

Private 2  on site

3

4

5

No pets

Hotel Facilities 

Prices 
6  RM 150–RM 160
7  RM 188–RM 200
8  RM 185–RM 210

All rooms have an en-suite bathroom.

All rates include a 9  .

Rates quoted in Ringgit Malaysia.

www.bookahotel.com/kualalumpur/sunhotel
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10.1

83

Leonardo Barreiros 
works for Brazilian 
company Rio Amazonia. 
He’s preparing for a 
business trip to Kuala 
Lumpur.

Booking a room, checking in
1  3.2  Listen to Leonardo calling the Sun Hotel to ask some questions. 

1 Tick (✓) the things he asks about.
 parking internet access breakfast laundry 

late arrival swimming pool air conditioning
2 Does he decide to reserve a room?

2  3.2  Listen again. Answer the questions.

1 How much does internet access cost?
2 What time is Leonardo arriving at the hotel?
3 What kind of room does he want?
4 What day is he arriving? 
5 How many nights is he staying?

3  3.3  Listen to Leonardo checking in a week later. Which of these things does he 
want?

1 a map  2 some sandwiches  3 help with his suitcase

4  3.3  Listen again and circle the correct words. 

1 Leonardo’s leaving on the 3rd / 13th.
2 The receptionist asks for his credit card / passport.
3 Leonardo / The receptionist fi lls in the registration card.
4 His room number is 1406 / 1416.
5 The check-out time is 10.00 / 11.00.

5 a Complete the sentences from Leonardo’s conversations with these words. 

check-out have reservation book says included is charge 

Checking and booking 
1 Your website  you have internet access. Is it wireless?
2 And is internet access ? Or is there an extra  for that?
3 Does the hotel  a swimming pool?
4 I’d like to  a single room for three nights, from the tenth of November.
Checking in
5 I have a  . My name’s Leonardo Barreiros.
6 What time  breakfast?
7 What’s the  time?

 b 3.4  Listen to check. P

6 a Match Leonardo’s sentences in 5a with answers a–g.

a Yes, and we also have a fi tness room.
b Yes, it is.
c It’s from 6.30 to 10 am, in the dining room.
d Certainly, and what’s your name, please?
e It’s 11 am.
f Sorry, could you spell your surname, please?
g No. It’s included in the room rate.

 b In pairs, cover 6a and take turns to remember the answers to 5a. Then cover 5a 
and try to remember what Leonardo said.

7 a Work alone. Look at the Sun Hotel’s webpage. Prepare to:

1 book a room on the phone. Decide what kind of room you want, when and for 
how long.

2 check in. Decide what questions you want to ask, for example, about the health 
club, a map, breakfast time …

 b In pairs, practise booking a room and checking in. Take turns to be the guest and 
the receptionist.

LISTENING

VOCABULARY
Staying in a 
hotel

SPEAKING
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0
Remember me?

10.2 goal 
 talk about plans and arrangements 

READING 1  Read the opinions about social networking sites. Then ask and answer the 
questions together.

1 Which opinions do you agree with? Why?
2  Have you ever used a social networking site? Why? / Why not?
3 Have you ever found an old friend online? Did you contact or meet the friend? 

Are you still in touch?

2  Read the message from Min to Leonardo Barreiros on a social networking site.

1 How do they know each other? 3 Where does Min live now?
2 When did they last see each other?

Leonardo, I’ve just found your profi le. I can’t believe it’s you! You look a bit older in your photo but 

you haven’t changed much. Do you remember me? We worked together at GIG in San Francisco 

about six years ago. Why don’t you get in touch with me by email: min.ang1@mango.net.my. 

I’m back in Kuala Lumpur now.

Min

3  Read the emails between Leonardo and Min. What are their jobs now?

Hi Min,

Great to hear from you! Of course I remember you, 

and the years at GIG. They were good times. Anyway, 

things are fi ne with me. I moved back to Brazil a few 

years ago and live in Rio now, still single, but near 

my parents and brother. I’m a marketing manager at 

Rio Amazonia, and guess what? I was in Kuala Lumpur 

last November – my fi rst trip. Fantastic city! I’m going 

to be there again next month, from the 3rd to the 

6th. What’s your mobile number? Maybe we could get 

together. It would be nice to catch up on things.

Leonardo

Hi Leonardo,

It’s great to know you’re coming here soon. I’d love to 
meet you. Give me a call when you arrive and we can 
arrange something. My mobile’s 012-3242349, offi ce 
phone 03-3241-3456.

Maybe you’re wondering why I left the States. After GIG, 
I went to work for CIS Management in LA but it wasn’t 
very challenging – I’ll tell you about that later – so 
anyway, I returned to Malaysia and got a good job with 
MalayTech as Advertising Manager. I’m single, too, but 
have lots of family and friends here in KL.

Min

MyWorld.com Home    Profi le    Friends

Inbox Sent messages Notifi cations Updates + Compose Message

http://www.myworld.com/profi le/inbox/readmessage

I love checking my friends’ pages and looking at 
their pictures, and it’s been great contacting old 
school friends again. But we don’t actually say 
very much and I haven’t met up with anyone. 
So I’m not sure why I go on it really.

I think these sites are great. You can 
stay in touch with people who live 
on the other side of the world.

I think social networking sites replace 
people’s social lives. People don’t 
see each other any more. They just 
communicate through these sites.

4  Read the emails again. What do Leonardo and Min 
have in common?

Well, they both moved back 
to their home countries …
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0
Plans and arrangements
1  3.5  Listen to a phone call between Leonardo and Min. Why does Leonardo call Min?

a to make a business appointment  c to change an arrangement
b to make a social arrangement

2  3.5  Listen again. When and where do they arrange to meet?

3  3.6  Listen to their second phone call. What new arrangement do they make?

4 a After Leonardo returns to Brazil, Min writes him an email. What do you think 
she says?

 b Read her email on p129 to check.

5  You can use different forms to talk about future plans and arrangements. 
Match a–d with examples 1–4.

a present progressive for arrangements with people, organisations, etc.
b be going to + infi nitive for personal plans
 The difference between a and b is very small. Often, you can use either.
c present simple for things with fi xed times (train timetables, fl ight schedules, etc.)
d am / is / are (with adjectives, prepositions, etc.)

1 I’m going to be there again next month from the 3rd to the 6th.
2 My fl ight leaves on Saturday morning at 11.15.
3 What are you doing on Friday evening? 
4 Friday’s diffi cult … I’m free on Wednesday evening. 

We usually use time expressions with forms a–d to say when something is 
happening. For example, next month, on Friday evening, at 11.15.

6 a Choose the best form (or forms) to complete the questions.

1 What  (you do) after class? 
What are you doing after class? or What are you going to do after class?

2 What time  (this class fi nish)?
3  (you go) anywhere on your next holiday?
4 What  (you have) for dinner tonight?
5  (you be) busy tomorrow evening?
6 What time  (the shops close tonight)?
7  (you meet) any friends this weekend?
8   (you work) tomorrow afternoon? 

 b 3.7  Listen to check. P

7 a 3.7  Listen to the questions in 6a again. Circle the correct underlined word in 
rules a and b.

a In yes / no questions (starting Are, Do, etc.), the intonation often goes up / down 
at the end.

b In information questions (starting What, Who, etc.), the intonation often goes 
up / down at the end.

 b Practise saying the questions with the right intonation. P

8  Ask and answer the questions in 6a. Find out more information.

9  Tell the class about your partner’s most interesting plans and arrangements.

LISTENING

GRAMMAR
Future plans and 
arrangements

Grammar reference
and practice, p140

PRONUNCIATION
Intonation in 
questions

SPEAKING

This weekend, Alba’s 
driving to the sea 
with her family and 
they’re going to …

85

Petronas Towers, 
Kuala Lumpur
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Target activity0 333

1 tomorrow, 12 am 
2 Monday, 7 pm 
3 Tuesday, 1 pm 
4 Saturday evening

Arrange to meet up 
1  Ask and answer the questions together.

1 What do you think is the best way to spend time with friends?
2 Does anyone you know cancel arrangements a lot? What reasons do they give?

10.3 goal
 talk about plans and arrangements

 make and change arrangements

TASK 
VOCABULARY
Arranging to 
meet up

TASK

TASK LISTENING

2  3.8  Listen to Jason and Akio arranging to meet in their free time. What do they 
arrange to do?

3  3.9  Listen to their next conversation. Who’s going to the performance on 
Saturday? Who’s going on Sunday?

4  3.8  3.9  Listen to both conversations again. Circle the underlined expressions 
that they say.

Checking 
1 Are you doing anything this week? / tonight?
2 Do you fancy having lunch? / going too?
Arranging a date and time
3 Can you make Saturday? / the 12th?
4 Can you do tomorrow? / 3.30?
Cancelling and rearranging
5 I’m sorry but I can’t make it tomorrow. / on Saturday.
6 Can we postpone? / Can we do it another time?

5 a Work alone.

1 Think of three things you’d like to do with friends. For example:
 • have a meal at your home • watch a sports event 

• go to a concert • have a party • go for a picnic
2 Write down four times when you’re free.

Hi, Ahmed. Are 
you doing anything 
tomorrow?

 b Make arrangements with three different people. Find someone to do each thing with.

6 a Work alone. You have to cancel two of your arrangements. Decide which two and why. 

1 tomorrow, 12 am – go for lunch with Ahmed cancel because: meeting at work

 b Talk to the two people you made the 
arrangements with. Cancel and agree 
on a different date and time.

Hi, Ahmed. Sorry but I can’t make 
it tomorrow. I’ve got a meeting at 
work. Can we postpone?
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10 EXPLORE

Keyword make
make + noun

1 a Add the expressions with make to the table.

make an appointment  make friends 
make a profi t make a snack make mistakes 
make some salad make repayments

A money B food, drink C other things

make money make dinner make 
arrangements

 b Can you think of more expressions for A–C?

2 a Complete the questions with the correct form of 
make and these words.

a list a meal a phone call presentations

1 When was the last time you  to another 
country?

2 Do you usually  before you go shopping?
3 Have you ever  for more than six people?
4 Do you ever have to  to a lot of people?

 b Write two more questions with make for a 
partner. Then answer all the questions.

Patterns with make

3 a Look at the highlighted expressions with make. 
Does make mean:

a cause something to happen or cause a state?
b create something?

1 The most important reason for laughing is 
to make other people feel good. Unit 9

2 Why do some illnesses make people yawn
more? Unit 9

3 You can use it to make water hot. Unit 8

4 Not many people would say that shopping in 
their local supermarket makes them happy.
Unit 3

 b Which highlighted expressions are: 

a make + object + verb?
b make + object + adjective?

4  Talk together about what makes you:

furious happy feel exhausted 
feel energetic cry laugh

Independent learning Improve your listening
1  Ask and answer the questions in groups.

1 What would you like to be able to understand better in English? 
(songs, the news, conversations in shops … )

2 Is there anything that makes listening diffi cult for you? 

2  3.10  Listen to three people talking about how they improve 
their listening. Who:

1 needs English for travel?
2 studies English at home?
3  needs English for work?

3 a Can you remember who does these things?

1 Listen to other people’s conversations.
2 Listen to things on the Internet and learn new words.
3 Ask people to repeat or explain words.
4 Imagine what other people might say and prepare the answers.

 b 3.10  Listen again to check.

 c What do you think about their ideas? Give reasons. 

4 a In groups, make a list of ideas about how to improve your listening:

1 if you live in or visit an English-speaking country.
2 in your own country.

 b Compare your list with the one on p126. Which ideas would you like to try?

Martin from France Alexei from Russia

87

Well, this sounds strange but 
weddings always make me cry.

Ae-Young from South Korea
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0EXPLORESpeaking
1  Read the information. Why is it a good idea to use questions: 

before invitations? before requests?

Before invitations, a question makes it easier for the other person to say ‘no’.
Are you free? → Erm, I’m a bit busy. → Do you want to go for a quick coffee? → No, sorry, I’ve got too much to do. 
Before requests, a question prepares the other person for the request.
Do you have a pen? → Yes, I think so. → Can I use it for a moment?

2  3.11  Listen to three conversations.
 Match them with pictures A–C.

3  In conversation 1, Anna asks a question (1) 
and then gives an invitation (2). 
In conversations 2 and 3, underline:

1 a question to preface an invitation 
or request.

2 an invitation or a request.

Goal  
 use questions to preface invitations and requests 

4 a Read the beginnings of six conversations. 
In pairs, decide what speakers A and B could say 
next.

1 A Do you like Chinese food? 
 B Yes, I do. 
 A Well, would you like to …?
2 A  What are you doing tomorrow? 
 B Nothing, really. 
 A …
3  A Are you interested in art exhibitions? 
 B … 
 A …
4 A Have you got your mobile here? 
 B … 
 A …
5 A Are you going to the party tonight? 
 B … 
 A …
6 A Do you have any plans for the weekend? 
 B … 
 A …

 b Practise your conversations.

5 a Choose one activity. Think about the language 
you’ll need for requests and invitations.

1 You want to go to a football match tomorrow. 
You have four free tickets.

2 You want to buy some new clothes. You’d like 
some friends to come with you.

3 You’re moving fl at or house this weekend. You 
need a few people to help.

4 You want to go to a concert or show with some 
friends.

 b Talk together. Find people to do the activity with 
you.

 c Which activity did you choose? Who’s going to do 
it with you? Tell the class.

ANNA Did I tell you? I’m going to 
the cinema next week with 
some friends.

ROSE Oh, yeah? What are you going 
to see? 

ANNA ‘Metropolis’. It’s on at the 
Roxy.

ROSE Oh, right. That’s a good fi lm.
ANNA 1Are you free on Thursday 

evening?
ROSE Erm, yes, I am, actually.
ANNA 2Well, would you like to come 

with us?
ROSE That would be really nice, 

Anna. What time?

1

LEO Hello.
JO Hi, Leo. It’s Jo. How are you?
LEO Not bad. Is everything OK with 

you? 
JO Yeah, fi ne. Erm, what are you 

doing tomorrow?
LEO I’m working all day … from 

twelve to eleven. Why, Jo?
JO Do you want to meet up for a 

coffee in the morning?
LEO Sorry, I’ll be too tired. I never 

get up in the morning. 
JO Oh, OK. Well, maybe next 

time …

2

A B

C

ANNA Sorry to bother you, Rose. 
Have you got a moment?

ROSE Yes. Go ahead.
ANNA Sorry, but could you help me 

with my computer?
ROSE I can try. What’s the problem?
ANNA I need to print something 

but it’s not working.
ROSE Again? OK. Let’s have a look.

3
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10 Look again

Review 
VOCABULARY Hotel collocations

1 a Match words from A and B to make hotel 
collocations.

A B

air en-suite 
internet business 
buffet double
private health

breakfast parking 
bathroom club 
room conditioning 
access centre

 b Can you think of more hotel collocations?

 c In groups, imagine the perfect hotel for you. 
What facilities would it have? Why?

GRAMMAR Future plans and arrangements

2 a Complete the telephone conversation with the 
correct form of these words.

have get (x2) is can’t go 
can (x2) leave take

KIM Hi, John. How are you? I haven’t heard from you 
for ages.

JOHN I know, sorry. Where are you? 1  you talk now?
KIM I’m at the airport, actually.
JOHN Really? Where 2  you 3 ?
KIM To Italy. I 4  a meeting there tomorrow.
JOHN Oh, right. Look, Julie and I 5  married in June.
KIM Congratulations!
JOHN Can you come? The wedding 6  on the 16th.
KIM The 16th? Oh, sorry, I 7  . I 8  a holiday 

in June.
JOHN That’s too bad. Well, maybe we 9  meet 

another time. 
KIM Sure. Listen, I have to run. My plane 10  in 

20 minutes.
JOHN OK. Give me a call when you 11  back, OK?
KIM I will. Bye, and speak to you soon.

 b In pairs, change fi ve or six details in the 
conversation. Then practise your conversation.

CAN YOU REMEMBER? Unit 9– Reacting to news, 
thanking, apologising

3 a Circle the best response to these statements.

1 A I passed my driving test yesterday. 
B Cheers. / Well done!

2 A My mum’s not very well. 
B I’d like to apologise. / I’m sorry to hear that.

3 A Can I get you a drink? 
B That’s very kind of you. / That’s great!

4 A I’ve had a headache for three days now. 
B That’s not good. / Sorry!

 b In pairs, take turns to say 1–4 and remember the 
responses. 

Extension
SPELLING AND SOUNDS au, aw /ɔ�/

4 a 3.12  You usually say au and aw as /ɔ�/. Listen 
and repeat these words.

laundry sauna saw awful

 b Complete these words with au or aw.

tumn d ghter dr  exh sted
l yer s ce str berry y n

 c 3.13  A few words have a different pronunciation. 
Listen and repeat.

laugh aunt Australia sausage 

 d 3.14  Spellcheck. Close your book. Listen to ten 
words and write them down.

 e Look at the script on p153 to check your spelling.

NOTICE Work

5 a Look at the sentences with work from this unit. 
Match the words with the defi nitions a–d.

I need to print something but it’s not working1. 
(Anna, script p153)

I chat with the people I work2 with, usually after 
work3, and when they say something I can’t 
understand, I say, ‘Wait!’ (Martin, script p153) 

I plan everything and then when I get there, I 
can understand things better. It usually works4 
quite well. (Alexei, script p153)

a the thing you do to earn money (noun)
b do a job (verb)
c is broken (verb)
d is successful (verb)

 b Ask and answer the questions in groups.

1 Is there anything that doesn’t work in your 
home or place of work or study at the moment?

2 What do you do when something you need to 
use doesn’t work?

3 What’s the best way to learn a language? What 
works best for you?

4 Do you chat to people at work during the day? 
When?

Can you do these things in English? Circle a number 
on each line. 1 = I can’t do this, 5 = I can do this well.

 book a room and check into a hotel 1 2 3 4 5

 talk about plans and arrangements 1 2 3 4 5

 make and change arrangements 1 2 3 4 5

  use questions to preface invitations and 
requests 1 2 3 4 5

Self-assessment

• For Wordcards, reference and saving your work » e-Portfolio
• For more practice » Self-study Pack, Unit 10
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